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THE VALENCIA COLLECTION
at Torrey Del Mar

1ST FLOOR

RESIDENCE 1
Approximately 5032 sq. ft.
5 Bedrooms Plus Loft
4½ Baths, Covered Deck
3 Car Garage

Johnson-Beuerle in an effort to continuously improve their product, reserves the right to change floor plans, elevations, specifications and prices without notice or obligation. All square footage is approximate, all renderings, floor plans and maps are artists conception and are not intended to be an actual depiction of the buildings. Walls, driveways or landscaping floor plans, windows, balconies and garages vary per plan, level and elevation. Please consult sales representative for details.
Preliminary
The Valencia Collection
a Torrey Del Mar

HOME FEATURES

NOTEWORTHY EXTERIORS
• Old World styling featuring Tuscany, Mediterranean and French Country architecture
• Stunning streetscape with 3 and 4 car garages
• Custom-designed exterior lighting to complement each elevation
• Oversized entry doors with raised paneling and architecturally styled hardware
• Sand finished stucco
• Roofing materials consisting of concrete tile
• Rain gutters and downspouts (locations vary) per elevation
• Eight feet tall, fully insulated sectional steel roll-up garage doors

INNER BEAUTY
• Spacious family rooms with entertainment niche
• Wood burning fireplaces in family rooms with elegant pre-cast stone hearths
• Gracious raised-panel solid core interior doors
• Oil rubbed bronze finished interior door hardware
• Handcrafted maple handrail with elegant white newel posts
• Custom-selected lighting fixtures chosen to enhance each architectural style
• Interior laundry room with built-in therma-foil cabinetry, sink and cultured marble counter top
• Multi-media wiring system with category five wiring and RG-6 quad shield coaxial cable
• Pre-wired for ceiling fans in family room and master bedroom

GOURMET KITCHENS
• Over-sized kitchens with roomy breakfast nooks and large preparation islands with counter seating
• Handsome maple cabinetry with European hinges, and fully lined adjustable shelves
• Deep roll-out drawers for pots and pans
• Elegantly monogrammed appliances in either, black or white featuring:
  • Five burner gas cooktop in tempered glass
  • Large double ovens
  • Built-in microwave and convection oven
  • Whisper quiet dishwasher with an option for a second dishwasher
• Kohler Executive Chef Cast Iron Sink, Double compartment triple compartment in Plan 1 with separate vegetable sink in Plan 2
• Kohler Avatar Pull-out faucet
• 8’x8’ Dal Polaris tile with full height backsplash available in white or almond
• Florescent under cabinet lighting
• Butler’s pantries made for entertaining with an optional wine refrigerators
• Wine connoisseur dream, a step down wine cellar in Plan 2

Continued...
THE VALENCIA COLLECTION

at Torrey Del Mar

HOME FEATURES continued

LUXURIOUS

• COVERED DECKS WITH FRENCH DOORS TO ENJOY INDOOR OUTDOOR LIVING
• ROMANTIC RETREAT AREAS WITH MEDIA Niches AND FIREPLACE OPTIONS
• CONVENIENT COFFEE BAR
• SPACIOUS WALK-IN CLOSETS
• MAPLE CabiNERY WITH EUROPEAN HINGES
• LUXURIOUS OVERSIZED SOAKING TUB BY KOHLER
• FULL-SIZED MIRRORS ACCENTUATED BY CUSTOM-SELECT SCONCES
• PERSONAL VANITY HIGHLIGHTED BY CUSTOM SELECTS SCONCES
• FRAMELESS CONTINUOUS HINGE SHOWER DOORS
  WITH HIS AND HER SHOWER HEAD.
• 8” X 8” DAL POLARIS COUNTERTOPS
• BRUSHED CHROME KOHLER FAUCETS

QUALITY

• ENERGY EFFICIENT 75 GALLON WATER HEATER
• MULTI-ZONED GAS-FORCED AIR HEATING
• COPPER PLUMBING THROUGHOUT
• QUIET CAST IRON WASTE LINES IN LIVING AREAS
• INSULATED EXTERIOR WALLS AND CEILINGS
• TRUSS JOIST ENGINEERED FLOORING
• POST TENSION FOUNDATIONS
• CUSTOM ROUNDED CORNERS
• DUAL PANED VINYL WINDOWS
• HOLIDAY LIGHTING PACKAGES

OPTIONAL

• WE OFFER AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF OPTIONAL DETAILING FOR YOU TO
PERSONALIZE YOUR HOME. WE INVITE YOU TO MEET WITH YOUR OWN
PERSONAL DESIGN CONSULTANT AT BUIldERS SHOWCASE IN SAN DIEGO,
THEY WILL ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR SELECTIONS IN
INDIVIDUALIZING YOUR HOME.

Johnson Builders reserves the right to customize improve their product, reserva the right to change floor plans, specifications and prices without notice or obligation. All square footage is approximate, all renderings, floor plans and maps are artist's conception and are not intended to be an actual depiction of the building. Walks, driveways or landscaping shown may not, may be, will not, or are not intended to be an actual depiction of the building, yard, or the home. Models are sites representative of style.
OPTIONS March 30th, 2001

EXTerior
- Wood Roll-Up Garage Doors
- Plan 1 Courtyard Fireplace
- Plan 2 Exterior Service Door
- Upgraded Exterior Lights
- Garage Organizers
- Epoxy Flooring for Garage
- Upgraded Stamped/Colored Driveway and Entry Walk
- Landscape Packages
- Plan 1 Courtyard Fountain

Interior
- Plan 1 Wood Burning Fireplaces in Living Room and Master Retreat
- Plan 2 Gas Fireplace, Dining Room
- Plan 1 Double Dutch Doors in Nook with Cabinet Finish Option
- Ceiling Fans
- Plan 2 Disappearing Wall Off Family Room
- Smooth Interior Walls
- Security System
- Intercom
- Music System and Theater Surround Sound
- Washer and Dryer
- Upgraded Cabinetry
- Upgraded Countertops
- Custom Paint Colors
- Air Conditioning
- Upgraded Stair Rails and Spindles
- Closet Organizers
- Central Vacuum System

Gourmet Kitchen
- Built-In Monogram Refrigerator
- Viking Appliances
- Plan 2 Wine Cellar Temp. Controlled Refrigerator
- Plan 1 Temp. Controlled Wine Refrigerator in Butler’s Pantry
- Plan 1 Extended Cabinetry

Master Suites
- Refrigerator in Coffee Bar
- Jacuzzi Tub
- Upgraded Shower (Materials i.e. Marble)
- Swiss Overhead Shower
- Built-In Cabinetry
- Closet Organizers